VELOHEADS BIKE LIBRARY LOAN AGREEMENT


I have read & accepted the full Terms & Conditions of Veloheads bike library agreement.



I have been shown that the bike(s) are safe secure and have been checked for any damages prior to
signing this agreement.



I/We will not undertake any manoeuvre, which is beyond our level of skill or unsuitable for the bikes
capability.



I fully indemnify Veloheads bike library against injury to myself or any third party.



I declare that I/we are in good health. We are not suffering from any medical conditions or disability
which is likely to adversely affect our normal control of the bicycle.



I have been advised that a cycle helmets should be used and should I decide not to use one then I
accept full responsibility.



I recognise that cycling can be dangerous and acknowledge the risks involved.

(Please print)

FULL NAME: …….……………...................................................................................

ADDRESS : ……………………….....................................................................................................................
POST CODE: …………………

HOME TEL: …………………….. MOBILE: ……………………….

EMAIL ADDRESS:………………………………….
PHOTO IDENTIFICATION SUPPLIED AND COPY TAKEN:

YES/NO

PROOF OF ADDRESS SUPPLIED AND COPY TAKEN:

YES/NO

BIKE DETAILS:………………………………………………………………………………………………..
BIKE DETAILS:………………………………………………………………………………………………..
BIKE DETAILS:………………………………………………………………………………………………..
BIKE DETAILS:………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Date of booking: ………………………………

Date of bike return: …………………………………….

Pre existing damage: ………................................................................................................................................
Please read this disclaimer and if you agree sign below.
I have read and agree with the terms and conditions applied by “Veloheads bike library hire” to its bike hire
activities. I am a competent rider of this type of Bicycle. I totally absolve Veloheads bike library Hire from
any liability arising howsoever whilst I am responsible for their bicycle. I indemnify them for any loss or
damaged caused. I understand that riding a bicycle is dangerous and I freely accept the liability and all costs
arising from injury to myself and third parties. I understand that I should have personal insurance cover. I
understand that components such as brakes, tyres and control cables will deteriorate whilst riding and accept
this inherent danger.
M-Check briefing given and understood:
YES/NO
Your Signature: ………………………………..........

Dated:……………………………………..

